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Lea Verou
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URL 176
less framework
URL 89
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about 185-188
syntax 188
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M
manifest file
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pages loading automatically, to offline manifest 133
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max media query capability
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adding, for Internet Explorer 7 283
adding, for Internet Explorer 8 283
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media queries, loading for 41
media queries, need for 36
need for 11
proportional layouts, need for 62, 63
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responsive web design, examples
online sources 21
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RGB
about 176
color 169, 170
rotate transform 217, 218
rounded corners property, CSS3 27

S

Scalable Vector Graphics. See SVG
scale transform 217
scan 40
screen size
or viewport 13
SDK 51
search input type, HTML5 250
Select a page button 289
semantic
URL 89
semantic elements, HTML5
<address> element 109
<article> element 105
<aside> element 105
<footer> element 108
<header> element 108
<hgroup> element 106
<nav> element 105
<section> element 104
about 103, 104

shorthand property, CSS3 transitions 212, 213
sIFR
URL 161
site
testing, across multiple browser 277
sizeable icons
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URL 89
skew transform 217, 218
sliding doors technique
URL 25
smart phones
importance 8, 9
Software Development Kit. See SDK
Spackling Paste 98
span element 257
structural pseudo-classes 159
SVG 161, 295

T
tag elements, HTML5 23, 24
target ÷ context = result formula 75
tel input type, HTML5 248, 249
text-level semantics, HTML5
<b> element 117
<em> element 117
<i> element 117
about 117
applying, to markup 118, 119
text shadow
ein 177, 178
embossed text-shadow effect, creating 180, 181
left and top shadows 180
multiple text shadows 181
pixels 177, 178
preventing 178, 179
rem 177, 178
syntax 176
text-shadow property 176
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time input type, HTML5 254
timing functions, CSS3 transitions 214, 215
transform-origin property 221
transition-delay property 212  
transition-duration property 212  
transition-property 212  
transition-timing-function property 212  
translate transform 217  
Typekit  
URL 162  
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about 161  
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url input type, HTML5 247, 248  
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about 8  
content clipping 48, 49  
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site, example 18  
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W3C 24, 100  
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W3C HTML5 validator  
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WAI-ARIA  
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WD 36  
Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group. See WHATWG  
Webkit (-webkit-) 140  
Web Open Font Format (WOFF) 161  
Webshims Lib  
URL for downloading 259  
web typography 161  
week input type, HTML5 253  
WHATWG 97  
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word wrapping 145, 146  
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